Unlike today many children in Victorian times had to go out to work to help earn money
for the household. These jobs were often hard and dirty with long hours and little pay.
Most children in poor households left school at age 12 to start work but some left even
earlier. Have a read of some of our job adverts and learn about the real jobs Victorian
children had.
Job Title: Bird Scarer
Hours: Sun rise to sun set
Location: Farming fields
Description: Birds are eating the
seeds from my fields. I need a boy to
stand in the field rain or shine and
scare the birds away by making noise
with a clapper. No breaks provided
must dress warmly you will be
expected to work alone.
Pay: Five pence a day
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Job Title: Domestic Maid
Hours: 15 hours a day
Location: Large house in town
Description: A girl around 12 years old is required
for the position of under housemaid. You will be
required to do a variety of jobs including: Starting
the morning fire, polishing the silver, changing the
bed pans, dusting, scrubbing the floor, washing
cloths and anything else the head maid requires of
you. You will receive half a day off a week.
Pay: One shilling a week
A Victorian maid

Job Title: Mine worker
Hours: 12 hours a day
Location: The mines
Description: Hurriers and the Thrusters
needed to move coal out of the mine. You
will collect the coal from the getter and
either pull the tub if you’re a hurrier or push
if you’re a thruster out of the mine. Tubs can
weight up to 600kg and the tunnels are
small and long sometimes over a mile long
you will have to work in the dark as candles
will not be provided.
Pay: A few pennies a day.

A young girl pulls a mine cart full of
coal down a narrow tunnel

Job Title: Match maker
Hours: 14 hours a day
Location: Match making factory
Description: Young women needed to make
matches. The job requires you to apply white
phosphorous to the end of matchsticks. It should be
noted white phosphorous is extremely poisonous
many works suffer from “phossy jaw” an illness that
effects the jaw bone rotting it away.
Pay: Four shillings a week
Match stick girls in London

Old money to new
The pay is in a type of money you may not recognise as the
British government changed the system in 1971. A shilling
for example was a small coin issued in Victorian times. A
Victorian shilling in 1880 was worth the same as about
£3.31 in modern money. The Victorian maid only got 1
shilling a week! Do you think you could survive by yourself
on £3.31?
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Job Title: Chimney Sweep
Hours: Sun rise to sun set
Location: The streets of any Victorian town
Description: Young children aged 4 and up needed
to help clean chimneys. The narrow chimneys are too
small for adults to fit, so children must climb up into
the chimney with a brush and clean out all the soot.
The soot will dirty you clothes and make it difficult to
breath.
Pay: A few pennies a day, dependent on number of
chimneys swept.
Job Title: Cotton scavengers
Hours: 12 hours a day
Location: The cotton mill
Description: Small children required to
scavenge cotton from the spinning machine.
A large machine moves back and forth
spinning cotton children re required to
collect cotton from under the machine while
it operates. Injury is common the factory
floor is also extremely noisy and dusty.
Pay: Children will be hired as apprentices
they will receive housing and food and one
hour of school a week but will not be paid.
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Old money to new
Some of these jobs only pay pennies a day. However the Victorian penny was worth a little more then the modern day
penny. A Victorian penny in 1880 was worth about 28 of our
pennies. That’s still not much money. The government even
minted a small coin known as a half-penny in case you needed change when speeding your penny.
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